
        Facilitator’s Closing Remarks to                           

“Students of Faith” Video 

How many here learned something in this video you didn’t know? 

Very few people are aware of the facts you have just heard! 

The lack of knowledge of these facts… along with a 

misunderstanding of the phrase “separation of church and state” 

…result in daily instances where some students are denied their rights to live their faith. 

The handout you will leave with today is valuable!  Store it where you can refer to it.  It 

summarizes the facts in this video lesson.  It also lists resources for information and help 

should you need advice or even legal help to understand and defend religious expression in 

school. 

Also, we urge you to share these facts with others.  Remember to be educational and not 

confrontational when you share what you have learned.  You are now more knowledgeable 

about these facts than about 90% of Americans.  

Contact us through your DRE if you know of someone who wants to have this presentation at 

their school, church or group. 

Thank you for your attention today.   
And…may God bless you as you learn and live your Catholic faith.  
 
 
 

 

 

 

Optional for Facilitators: You can invite students and others to offer 

comments or ask questions about the topic and the facts. 

If any questions are asked and you want to answer, be sure to specify that 

this is your answer and not legal advice or a statement from Catholics for 

Freedom of Religion. 

However, any inappropriate comment or question re this material or 

anything outside of this material is to be stopped by explaining  that we are 

here to learn these facts and share experiences related to these issues.  We 

are not here to discuss any politicians, any member of the clergy, the 

church’s actions, etc. 

We are here to learn facts and to understand that as Catholics and citizens 

we are responsible to understand and preserve religious freedom for all. 


